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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a hybrid sender and receiver-based adaptation scheme for multicast transmission of multi-

media data, which we call SRAMT (Sender–Receiver based Adaptation scheme for Multicast Transmission). The most

prominent features of SRAMT are its distributed (to sender and receivers) transmission rate estimation algorithm and

its innovative RTT (Round Trip Time) estimation algorithm based on one-way delay measurements. With the use of

SRAMT, we ensure that sender will transmit TCP friendly traffic and receivers with different capabilities (in terms of

available bandwidth) are able to receive the multimedia information. We evaluate SRAMT through a number of sim-

ulations and compare it with other schemes available to the literature. Main target of the simulations was the exami-

nation of SRAMT behavior to a heterogeneous group of receivers and its behavior against TCP connections.
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1. Introduction

The multicast transmission of real time multi-

media data is an important component of many

current and future emerging Internet applications,
like videoconference, distance learning and video

distribution. The heterogeneous nature of the

Internet makes the multicast transmission of real

time multimedia data a challenge. Different
ed.
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receivers of the same multicast stream may have

different processing capabilities, different loss tol-

erance and different bandwidth available in the

paths leading to them.

The heterogeneous network environment that
Internet provides to real time applications as well

as the lack of sufficient QoS (Quality of Service)

guarantees, many times forces applications to

embody adaptation schemes in order to work effi-

ciently. In addition, any application that transmits

data over the Internet should have a friendly

behavior towards the other flows that co-exist in

today�s Internet and especially towards the TCP
flows that comprise the majority of flows. We de-

fine as TCP friendly flow, a flow that consumes

no more bandwidth than a TCP connection, which

is traversing the same path with that flow [18].

The implementation of adaptation mechanisms

in the applications is often criticized. The main

arguments that rise against it, are that the technol-

ogies that are used today for the implementation
of the core networks provide capabilities to sup-

port QoS; as a result the network should offer to

the applications QoS guarantees. This is generally

true but there is a big problem about it: today�s
Internet is divided into thousands of different

administration domains. The QoS strategies that

are implemented on each one are certainly different

(for example QoS based on DiffServ Concept [16],
QoS based on IntServ Concept [5], QoS based on

IPv6 infrastructure [7]), and in many cases no

QoS strategy is implemented at all. So the multi-

media data flows that have to traverse many of

these different domains in order to reach the end

user do not have a sufficient QoS support. The

proposed mechanism provides an adaptation ser-

vice which does not require any QoS support from
the network, and runs in any IP multicast network.

Another idea widely supported among network

administrators, is that the cost of exhaustive mon-

itoring of the network as well as the upgrade of the

links that constrain the entire network domain

(bottlenecks and critical links) cost less than the

deployment of QoS schemes (research, testing

and personnel training) [8].
Many researchers urge that due to the use of

new technologies for the implementation of the

networks, which offer QoS guarantees, adaptive
real time applications will not be used in the fu-

ture. We believe that this is not true and adaptive

real time applications will be used in the future for

the following reasons: (1) Users may not always

want to pay the extra cost for a service with spe-
cific QoS guarantees, when they have the capabil-

ity to access a service with good adaptive behavior,

(2) some networks may never be able to provide

specific QoS guarantees to the users, (3) even if

the Internet eventually supports reservation mech-

anisms or differentiated services, it is more likely

to be on per-class than per-flow basis. Thus, flows

are still expected to perform congestion control
within their own class. (4) With the use of the

differential services network model in the future,

networks will support services with QoS guaran-

tees together with best effort services and adaptive

services.

During the multicast transmission over the

Internet, several aspects need to be considered:

(1) Transmission rate adaptation: the sender must
adapt the transmission rate based on the current

network conditions. (2) TCP friendliness: during

the multicast transmission over the Internet, the

multicast flows must be TCP friendly. (3) Scalabil-

ity: the performance of the adaptation scheme

must not be deteriorated with increasing numbers

of receivers. (4) Heterogeneity: the adaptation

scheme needs to take into account the heterogene-
ity of the Internet and must aim at satisfying the

requirements of a large part if not all possible

receivers.

In this paper, we propose an adaptation scheme

for multicast transmission of multimedia data over

best effort networks, like the Internet, which pro-

vides the most satisfaction to the group of receiv-

ers, with the current network conditions. We call
this adaptation scheme SRAMT (Sender–Receiver

based Adaptation scheme for Multicast Transmis-

sion) and it is a hybrid sender and receiver-based

adaptation scheme. SRAMT is trying to transmit

TCP friendly multicast flows. We propose two

variations of SRAMT: (1) SRAMT-Simulcast

(SRAMT-S) which is using simulcast approach

for the transmission of multicast data and (2)
SRAMT-Layered Encoding (SRAMT-LE) which

is using layered encoding approach for the trans-

mission of multicast data. SRAMT-S creates n
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different multicast streams (in most network condi-

tions a small number of different multicast streams

is enough—typically 3 or 4 multicast streams),

each one within certain bandwidth limits. All the

multicast streams carry the same multimedia infor-
mation, each one of them having a different quality

and as result different transmission rate. SRAMT-

LE creates n layers (the basic layer and n � 1 addi-

tion layers) and transmits each layer in different

multicast streams, each one within certain band-

width limits. The basic layer provides the basic

video quality and each addition layer improves

the video quality. A receiver in order to be able
to decode the video layers and present the video

information must receive the layer k and also the

layers 1 � (k � 1) and then we say that the receiver

is in layer subscription level k.

The number of the streams/layers depends on

the number of receivers with different reception

capabilities that expected to receive the multimedia

information from the sender and the processing
capabilities of the computer where the sender runs.

The upper and lower limit of each stream/layer de-

pends on the encoding which is used and the enco-

der capabilities.

The most prominent features of SRAMT, com-

paring with other adaptation schemes, which have

already been presented in the literature, are: (1) the

dynamic adjustment of sender transmission rate
(both of in SRAMT-S and SRAMT-LE varia-

tions), (2) the innovative RTT (Round Trip Time)

estimation algorithm based on one-way delay mea-

surements, (3) the combination of various methods

(TCP model, AIMD, etc) for the estimation receiv-

ers� preferred transmission rates.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows:

Section 2 presents some related work available to
the literature. Section 3 presents the architecture

of the of the SRAMT mechanism. Section 4 pro-

vides details on how the SRAMT estimates its

parameters. Section 5 describes the necessary addi-

tions to RTP/RTCP in order to support the oper-

ation of SRAMT mechanism. Section 6 provides

information about the synchronization issues of

stream changes and Section 7 provides informa-
tion about scalability issues. In Section 8, we pres-

ent the performance evaluation of the SRAMT

mechanism. In Section 9, we compare the perfor-
mance of SRAMT with other schemes available

to the literature. Finally, Section 10 discusses some

of our future work and Section 11 concludes the

paper.
2. Related work

When someone multicast multimedia data over

the Internet has to accommodate receivers with het-

erogeneous data reception capabilities. To accom-

modate heterogeneity, the sender application may

transmit one multicast stream and determine the
transmission rate that satisfy most the receivers,

may transmit at multiple multicast streams with dif-

ferent transmission rates and allocate receivers at

each stream or may use layered encoding and trans-

mit each layer to a different multicast stream. It is

important for adaptive real time applications to

have ‘‘friendly’’ behavior to the dominant transport

protocols of today�s Internet [10].
Single multicast stream approaches has the dis-

advantage that clients with a low bandwidth link

will always get a high-bandwidth stream if most

of the other members are connected via a height

bandwidth link and the same is true for the other

way around. Someone can overcome the above de-

scribed problem with the use of a multi-stream

multicast approach. Single multicast stream ap-
proaches have the advantages of easy encoder

and decoder implementation and simple protocol

operation, due to the fact that during the single

multicast stream approach there is not any need

for synchronisation of receivers� actions (as the

multiple multicast streams and layered encoding

approaches require).

The methods proposed for the multicast trans-
mission of multimedia data over the Internet can

be generally divided in three main categories,

depending on the number of multicast streams

used:

• The sender uses a single multicast stream for all

receivers [1,3,23,24]. This results to the most

effective use of the network resources, but on
the other hand the fairness problem among

the receivers arises especially when the receivers

have very different capabilities.
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• Simulcast: The sender transmits versions of

the same video, encoded in varying degrees of

quality. This results to the creation of a small

number of multicast streams with different

transmission rates [11,6,4]. The different multi-
cast streams carry the same video information

but in each one the video is encoded with differ-

ent bit rates, and even different video formats

(MPEG, H263, JPEG). Each receiver joins in

the stream that carries the video quality, in

terms of transmission rate, that it is capable of

receiving. The main disadvantage in this case

is that the same multimedia information is rep-
licated over the network but recent research has

shown that under some conditions simulcast

has better behavior that multicast transmission

of layered encoded video [12].

• The sender uses layered encoded video, which is

video that can be reconstructed from a number

of discrete data layers, the basic layer and more

additional layers, and transmits each layer into
different multicast stream [13,14,21,23]. The

basic layer provides the basic quality and the

quality improves with each additional layer.

The receivers subscribe to one or more multi-

cast streams depending on the available band-

width into the network path to the source.

The subject of transmission of TCP friendly
flows over networks has engaged researchers all

over the world [18,21,23]. Various adaptation

schemes deploy an analytical model of TCP [18]

in order to estimate a TCP friendly bandwidth

share. With the use of this model, the average

bandwidth share (rtcp) of a TCP connection is

determined (in bytes/s) with the following

equation:

rtcp ¼ P

tRTT

ffiffiffiffiffi
2Dl

3

q
þ tout min 1; 3

ffiffiffiffiffi
3Dl

8

q� �
lð1 þ 32l2Þ

;

ð1Þ

where P is packet size in bytes, l is the packet loss

rate, tout is the TCP retransmission timeout, tRTT is

the Round Trip Time (RTT) of the TCP connec-

tion and D the number of acknowledged TCP
packets by each acknowledgment packet. SRAMT

is using the above described analytical model of
TCP, in order to estimate TCP friendly bandwidth

shares. For the following of this paper we assume

that D = 1 (each acknowledgment packet acknowl-

edges one TCP packet) and tout = 4tRTT (the TCP

retransmission timeout is set to be four time the
RTT).
3. SRAMT architecture

3.1. General

With the use of SRAMT, the sender transmits
multimedia data to a group of m receivers with

the use of multicast. Sender is using the simulcast

approach (SRAMT-S) or layered encoding ap-

proach (SRAMT-LE), and transmits the video

information in n different streams (SRAMT-S) or

n different layers (the basic layer and n � 1 addi-

tional layers) (SRAMT-LE). The sender transmits

each stream/layer into a different RTP/RTCP [20]
multicast session. The transmission rate within

each stream/layer is adapting within its limits (each

stream/layer has an upper and lower limit in its

transmission rate) according to the capabilities of

the receivers. The receivers join the appropriate

streams/layers which suit better their requirements

(available bandwidth between the sender and the

receiver, etc) and if during the transmission of
multimedia data the network conditions to the

path between them and the sender change, the

receivers have the capability change stream, or to

receive more or less video layers in order to accom-

plish better their requirements.

Based on our experience and SRAMT evalua-

tion we come to the conclusion that when someone

what to implement SRAMT to a real network he
must use as many streams/layers as the number

of the different network connections which are

used by the end users. In practice the number of

different network connections which are used

today are relative small (PSTN, ISDN, ADSL,

Cable modem, LAN, . . .) and this lead to a relative

small number of streams/layers needed by

SRAMT. If the SRAMT administrator have more
information about the end users can assign more

that one network connection technologies (for

example PSTN and GPRS that have similar trans-
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mission rates) to a streams/layers in order to de-

crease more the number of streams/layers needed.

One other issue that the SRAMT administrator

has to take into account is to select appropriate

encoding for each stream/layer. For example the
SRAMT administrator must select a low bit

encoding for a stream, which will be received by

receivers with low network connection (for exam-

ple H.263 for ISDN connections) and the oppo-

site (MPEG-2 for LAN connections). Regarding

the limits of each steam/layer on safe solution is

to set as max transmission rate for a stream the

max transmission rate of the network connection
that the intended receivers are use and to set as

min transmission rate the max transmission rate

of the next lower stream/layer. Moreover the

SRAMT administrator must ensure that the

SRAMT transmission entity has enough process-

ing power in order to perform all the necessary

encodings and its network connection can support

the transmission of all the stream/layers at the
same time.

The communication between the sender and the

receivers is based on RTP/RTCP sessions and

the sender is using the RTP protocol to transmit

the video streams/layers and the participants (the

sender and the receivers) use the RTCP proto-

col in order to exchange control messages. In the

following paragraphs, we give details about the
different aspects of SRAMT mechanism.
Sender En

Synchronisa

Stream / Layer
Manager 1

Receiver
Manager 1

Receiver
Manager 2

Stream / Laye
Manager 2

Fig. 1. The architecture and th
3.2. Sender operation

Fig. 1 shows the organisation and the architec-

ture of the SRAMT sender entity. The sender gen-

erates n different stream managers (SRAMT-S) or
n different layer managers (SRAMT-LE). Each

stream/layer manager is responsible for the trans-

mission of a video stream/layer. The sender creates

a new receiver manager every time receives a

RTCP report from a new receiver. Each receiver

manager corresponds to a unique receiver. It pro-

cesses the RTCP reports generated by the receiver

and can be considered as a representative of the re-
ceiver at the side of the sender. In addition, the

synchronisation server is responsible for the man-

agement, synchronization and intercommunica-

tion between stream/layer managers and receiver

managers. If a receiver manager does not receive

RTCP reports from the receiver, which represents

for long time, stops its operation and releases its

resources.
With the use of RTCP adaptive feedback mech-

anism the receivers send their feedback to the sen-

der in the form of RTCP receiver reports. We have

added an application specific part (APP) to the

RTCP receiver reports, which are sent by the

receivers, in order to include the receivers� estima-

tion about the TCP friendly bandwidth share rir tcp

in the path between the receiver and the sender, the
packet loss rate estimation li, the stream number k
tity

tion Server

Receiver
Manager k

r Stream / Layer
Manager n

e data flow of the sender.
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which the receiver receives (SRAMT-S) or receiver

layer subscription level (the maximum layer up to

which the receives listening) k (SRAMT-LE). Re-

ceiver manager stores the last value of rir tcp, li
and k from the receiver, which represents, and this
information is used for the adjustment the sender

transmission rate.

When a receiver manager receives a RTCP re-

ceiver report from the receiver i (which represents)

is using the packet loss rate li to estimate the trans-

mission rate riAIMD of the receiver i with the use of

an AIMD (Additive Increase, Multiplicative De-

crease) algorithm (which has been presented in [2]).
In addition, the receiver manager is using the

analytical model of TCP in order to estimate a

TCP friendly bandwidth share ril tcp in the path be-

tween the receiver and the sender: if the receiver

experiences packet losses, a TCP friendly band-

width share ril tcp (in bytes/s) is estimated with

the use of the Eq. (1) (where tr�i
RTT is the sender esti-

mation for RTT between that receiver and the sen-
der), and li is the packet loss rate that the receiver i

reports,

ril tcp ¼ P

tr�i
RTT

ffiffiffiffi
2li
3

q
þ 4tr�i

RTT min 1; 3
ffiffiffiffi
3li
8

q� �
lið1 þ 32l2

i Þ
:

ð2Þ
If the receiver does not experience packet losses, in

order to estimate a TCP friendly bandwidth share

ril tcp, the ril tcp must not be increased more than a

packet/RTT. For this reason receiver manager cal-

culates the new value of ril tcp by adding ðT rr=tr�i
RTTÞ

packets (where Trr is the time space between the
current and the last receiver report of receiver i)

to the previous value of ril tcp (the ril tcp is expressed

in bytes/s),

ril tcp ¼ ril tcp þ
T rr

ðtr�i
RTTÞ

2
P : ð3Þ

Then the receiver manager selects as receiver�s i

preferred transmission rate ri the minimum of the

rir tcp, riAIMD, ril tcp,

ri ¼ minðrir tcp; r
i
AIMD; r

i
l tcpÞ: ð4Þ

In the SRAMT-S variation, each time one receiver

manager receives a receiver report informs the syn-

chronisation manager to update the transmission
rate of the sender streams. In order to update the

transmission rate each stream, synchronisation

manager polls the preferred transmission rates of

all the receiver managers that correspond to

receivers receiving this stream and sets the trans-
mission rate rstream�j of that stream to be the min-

imum preferred transmission rate of all the

receivers receiving this stream,

rstream�j ¼ minðriÞ;
for all receivers i listening to stream j

ðrepeat this for all stream 1 . . . nÞ: ð5Þ

In the SRAMT-LE variation, each time one recei-

ver manager receives a receiver report in the basic

layer session form the receiver, which represents,

informs synchronisation manager in order to ad-

just the layers� transmission rates. The adjustment
of layers transmission rates has as target to pro-

duce TCP friendly cumulative transmission rate

for any layer subscription level k. For this reason

the synchronisation manager polls the ri values

of the receivers that are listening only to basic

layer (layer 1) and sets as transmission rate of layer

1 rlayer�1 the minimum value of ri of the receivers

that are listening only to basic layer. Then polls
the ri values of the receivers that are listening up

layer 2 and sets as transmission rate of layer 2

rlayer�2 the minimum values of ri minus the rlayer�1.

This procedure repeats for all the layers,

rlayer�1 ¼ minðriÞ
for all receiver i listening up to layer 1

ðbasic layerÞ;
rlayer�2 ¼ minðriÞ � rrmlayer�1

for all receiver i listening up to layer 2;

. . .

rlayer�n ¼ minðriÞ � rlayer�n�1

for all receiver i listening up to layer n:

ð6Þ

With the use of the above procedures, we ensure

that sender will transmit TCP friendly traffic and

in addition, due to the fact that the transmission

rate of the first stream (SRAMT-S) and basic layer
(SRAMT-LE) is set to the minimum value of recei-

ver preferred transmission rates, SRAMT ensures
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that all the receiver will be able to receive multime-

dia information whereas their available bandwidth

is low comparative with the available bandwidth

of other receivers. 2

In addition, the sender includes to all the RTP
packets, which transmits, the transmission rate of

all the streams/layers. This information can be

used from the receivers in order to change

streams/layers and accommodate better their

requirements.

3.3. Receiver operation

Each receiver measures the characteristics of the

path, which connects it with the sender and in-

forms the sender with the use of receiver reports.

Each receiver measures the following parameters

of the path, which connects it with the sender:

• Packet loss rate (li): The receiver calculates the

packet loss rate during the reception of sender
data based on RTP packets sequence numbers.

• RTT estimations (te�i
RTT): The receiver makes an

estimation for the RTT between it and the sen-

der based on one way delay measurements with

the use of RTP packets timestamps.

The receiver emulates the behavior of a TCP

agent with the use of the analytical model of
TCP and estimates a TCP friendly bandwidth

share rir tcp every RTT time using Eq. (1). If the re-

ceiver experiences packet losses is using the follow-

ing equation in order to estimate a TCP friendly

bandwidth share (in bytes/s),

rir tcp ¼ P

te�i
RTT

ffiffiffiffi
2li
3

q
þ 4te�i

RTT min 1; 3
ffiffiffiffi
3li
8

q� �
lið1 þ 32l2

i Þ
:

ð7Þ
If the receiver does not experience packet losses, in

order to estimate a TCP friendly bandwidth share

rir tcp, the rir tcp must not be increased more than a
2 We have to mention that during the transmission of

multimedia data, there is a lower limit in the required available

bandwidth, under which the receiver is not able to receive

enough multimedia information and has to stop receiving the

multimedia data.
packet/RTT. For this reason receiver calculates

the value of rir tcp with the following equation (in

bytes/s):

rir tcp ¼ rir tcp þ
1

te�i
RTT

P : ð8Þ

Each time the receiver sends a receiver report to

the sender includes the average value of rir tcp since

last receiver report.

In addition, the receiver has the capability to

change streams (SRAMT-S) or add and remove

layers (SRAMT-LE) based on the information

that gathers itself and the information that sender
includes in to RTP packets. The receivers� layer

subscription or stream changes are synchronized

at the end of a specific time period Tepoch, which

we call epoch.

In the SRAMT-S variation, there are two cases

that will lead to a receiver�s transition towards

another stream (we assume that the receivers

have been informed about the upper and lower
limits of each stream during the setup of the

connection):

• If the multicast stream from which the receiver

is currently receiving video has already reached

its lowest (or highest) transmission rate and the

receivers TCP friendly bandwidth share estima-

tion is less (or more) than the stream transmis-
sion rate, then the receiver stops listening to this

stream and joins the stream of a lower quality

stream (or higher quality stream), if such a

stream exists.

• When a receiver that co-exists in a stream with

low (or high) capacity receivers but is preferring

better (or worse) quality video, so it has been

unable to increase (or decrease) the video qual-
ity of the current stream. The mechanism used

aims in making the SRAMT-S more conserva-

tive and operates by counting the number of

consecutive epochs the receiver�s TCP friendly

bandwidth share estimation was greater (or les-

ser) than the transmission rate of the multicast

stream. When this number exceeds a certain

limit (for our simulations this number was set
to 4 which results a minimum of 20s between

stream change which is a time space enough in

order to take a justified decision.), we assume
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that the receiver has indeed higher (or lower)

capabilities and move it to a better (or worse)

quality stream.

In the SRAMT-LE variation, the receivers
change their layer subscription (add or remove lay-

ers) using the following procedure: At the end of

each epoch, each receiver compares the value of

the rir tcp, with the cumulative transmission rates

of the sender layers and change its layer subscrip-

tion level up to layer k in order to satisfy the fol-

lowing constraint:

rir tcp 6

Xk

j¼1

rlayer�j: ð9Þ

We declare as unsuccessful stream/layer change the

situation when a receiver joins (or leaves) a stream/

layer and after a sort time period (Tchange) drops

(or adds) again this stream/layer. During our per-

formance evaluation, we observe that the unsuc-

cessful stream/layer changes by the receivers

cause instability to the operation of SRAMT and
must be avoided. In order to avoid unsuccessful

stream/layer changes by the receivers, when a re-

ceiver makes an unsuccessful stream/layer change

we avert the receiver to make the stream/layer

change, which was unsuccessful, for the next

2k
* Tchange time (where k the number of continu-

ant unsuccessful stream/layer changes since the

last successful stream/layer change). Due to fact
that Tchange affects linearly the value 2k

* Tchange

time and the k affects the value of 2k
* Tchange

exponentially, we set Tchange to 5s but also other

values of Tchange can be used.

During the evaluation of SRAMT stream/layer

change mechanism we come to the conclusion that

there is a trade off issue between protocol stability

and protocol efficiency. If we allow more often
stream/layer changes we improve protocol effi-

ciency but the protocol is not so stable and the

opposite. In order to overcome the above trade

off we introduce the mechanism which can be used

in order to avoid the unsuccessful stream/layer

changes. With the use of that mechanism we

change dynamically the time space between

stream/layer changes in order to increase protocol
stability but this has negative effects to protocol
efficiency for some receivers. Actually we select

the above approach because we believe that

SRAMT stability is more important.
4. SRAMT parameters estimation

4.1. Packet loss rate estimation

Each receiver measures the packet loss rate

based on RTP packets sequence numbers in each

stream/layer (each stream/layer transmitted by

the sender in different RTP/RTCP session). In
order to prevent a single spurious packet loss hav-

ing an excessive effect on the packet loss estima-

tion, receivers smooth the values of packet loss

rate using the following filter, which computes

the weighted average of the m most recent loss rate

values lmi;l (the following filter has been presented in

[23] and has been evaluate and gives a good esti-

mation of packet loss rate),

li;l ¼
Pm�1

j¼0 wjl
m�j
i;lPm�i

i¼0 wi

for receiver i and stream=layer l; ð10Þ

where li,l is the smooth value of packet loss rate for
stream/layer l. The weights wi are chosen so that

very recent packet loss rates receive the same high

weights, while the weights gradually decrease to 0

for older packet loss rate values. In our simula-

tions we use m = 8 and the following values for

the weights wi: {1,1,1,1,0.8,0.6,0.4,0.2}. In the

SRAMT-S variation, the receiver reports as packet

loss rate li the packet loss rate li,l of the stream l,
which receives. In the SRAMT-LE variation, the

receiver estimates the packet loss rate li, for all

the layers (1 . . .k) that the receiver receives, with

the following equation:

li ¼
Pk

j¼1li;j � rlayer�jPk
j¼1rlayer�j

: ð11Þ
4.2. RTT estimations

When a receiver i receives a RTP packet from a

sender stream/layer, uses the following algorithm
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in order to estimate the RTT between the sender

and the receiver. If we assume that the sender

and the receiver have synchronized clocks, receiver

can use the timestamp of the RTP packet

(Ttimestamp) and the local time that receives that
packet (Treceiver) in order to estimate the one way

delay form sender to receiver (Toneway),

T oneway ¼ T receiver � T timestamp: ð12Þ

If the path between the sender and the receiver was
symmetric and the path had the same delay into

both directions, the RTT between the sender and

the receiver would be twice the Toneway

tRTT ¼ 2T oneway: ð13Þ
Until now, we have made two assumptions: (1) the

sender and the receiver have synchronized clocks

(2) the path between the sender and the receiver
is symmetric. The above assumptions are not true

for the Internet and as result in order to get accu-

rate RTT estimations (te�l
RTT), receivers have to take

the above assumptions into account. For this rea-

son, we use a parameter a and we can write the Eq.

(13) as

te�l
RTT ¼ ð1 þ aÞT oneway: ð14Þ

The parameter a is used in order to smooth the

estimation of the RTT due to the potential unsyn-

chronised clocks between the receiver and the sen-
der and due to the potential asymmetry of the path

between the sender and the receiver. In order to

avoid solely phenomenon to affect the RTT esti-
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Fig. 2. RTT est
mations, receivers pass the te�l
RTT values through a

filter similar to the filter, which they use for filter-

ing the values of packet loss rate.

In order to estimate the value of parameter a,

receivers need an effective estimation of RTT,
which can be acquired, with the use of RTCP re-

ports: The RTCP receiver report contains the tLSR

(the timestamp of most recent RTCP sender report

from the sender) and tDLSR (The delay between

receiving the last sender report from sender and

sending this receiver report) values. As result the

sender can made an effective RTT measurement

for the path between it and a receiver by using
the following equation (where A is the time which

the sender receives the receiver report from that

receiver):

tr�i
RTT ¼ A� tLSR � tDLSR: ð15Þ

The sender estimates an effective RTT mea-

surement for a receiver i every time receives a

receiver report from that receiver and includes
this effective RTT measurement (with the id of

the receiver) in the next RTP packet of all

the streams (SRAMT-S) or the basic layer

(SRAMT-LE).

A receiver after receives an effective RTT mea-

surement from the sender, estimates an appropri-

ate value for the parameter a using the following

equation:

a ¼ tr�i
RTT

T oneway

� 1: ð16Þ
00 250 300 350 400
 (sec)

RTT Estimation

imations.
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Fig. 2 shows the real values of RTT and the values,

which obtained with the above RTT estimations

algorithm during the transmission of multimedia

data with the use of SRAMT over a 1Mbit link

with background traffic produced by an on/off
traffic generator using an exponential distribution

with transmission rate of 0.5Mbps during on

times. This figure shows that in most of the cases

the above algorithm gives a good approximation

of the real RTT values.

The values of te�l
RTT give an estimation of RTT

based on measurement on each stream/layer l. In

the SRAMT-S variation, the receiver is using as
RTT estimation te�i

RTT the te�l
RTT of the stream l which

receives. In the SRAMT-LE variation, the receiver

is using for TCP friendly transmission rate estima-

tion the average value of te�l
RTT for all the layers

(1 . . . k) that receives:

te�i
RTT ¼

Pk
l¼1t

e�l
RTT

k
: ð17Þ
5. Extensions to RTP/RTCP

As we have already mentioned, the operation of

SRAMT is based on the transmission with the use

of RTP/RTCP. RTP provides an extension mech-

anism to allow individual implementations that re-

quire additional information to be carried in the

RTP data packet header. SRAMT uses the exten-

sion mechanism of RTP in order to add the follow-
ing fields in to RTP header:

• Tepoch: The specific time period called epoch, in

which the receivers have the capability to

change streams (SRAMT-S) or changes their

layer subscription level (SRAMT-LE).

• tr�i
RTT and receiver id: With this field the sender

informs the receiver i about the effective RTT
measurement between this receiver and the

sender.

• Current transmission rates of sender streams

rstream�j, j = 1, . . . , n or sender layers rlayer�j,

j = 1, . . . , n.
• End of epoch flag: This flag is used in order the

receiver to be informed about the end of an

epoch and synchronize their stream/layer

changes.

In addition, RTCP gives the capability to

the participants to include in the RTCP reports

an application specific part (APP) intended for

experimental use. The receivers add to their recei-

ver reports an application specific part, which

contains the average value of their estimations

for TCP friendly bandwidth share rir tcp and the

packet loss rate estimation li, since last receiver re-
port. Moreover the receivers add to their receiver

report, the stream number that receive (SRAMT-

S) or the current layer subscription (the maxi-

mum layer up to which the receives listening) k

(SRAMT-LE).

In the SRAMT-S variation the above described

extensions to RTP/RTCP are used to all streams.

In the SRAMT-LE variation due to the fact that
all the participants listening at least to the RTP/

RTCP session of basic layer, the above described

extensions to RTP/RTCP are used only to the

basic layer RTP/RTCP session. The RTP/RTCP

protocols with the incorporation of the above de-

scribed extensions can support in whole the opera-

tion of SRAMT.
6. Synchronization of stream changes

During the multicast transmission of data, a
multicast stream transverses a network node as

long as at least one receiver behind that node is lis-

tening to that stream. As result, if a receiver stop

listening to a multicast stream, the transmission

of the multicast stream will stop only if that recei-

ver was the only one receiver listening to that mul-

ticast stream behind that node. In addition, if two

receivers join different streams/layers at the same
time, the receiver which joins the streams/layer

with the lower transmission rate might observe

losses that were not caused by his action but by

the action of receiver join the stream/layer with

the higher transmission rate.
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Similar research has shown [13] that, if the

receivers synchronize their stream/layer changes,

the above problems can be minimized. For this

reason the receivers� stream/layer changes are syn-

chronized in the end of each epoch. The sender
marks the next RTP packet in all streams (in

SRAMT-S variation) or only to the basic layer

(in SRAMT-LE where all the receivers are listen-

ing at least to the basic layer) after the end of an

epoch with a special flag, which indicates the end

of the epoch. However due to the network heter-

ogeneity and packet losses, some receivers may

not receive the special marked packet, or receive
it in different time points. For this reason the sen-

der includes the epoch duration Tepoch in all the

RTP packets that transmits. Receivers can change

streams/layers either when receive a special

marked packet or after (Tepoch + Toneway) time

after the end of the previous epoch (where Toneway

is the one way (sender to receiver) delay estima-

tion of that receiver). During our simulation we
set the Tepoch to be 5s in order to allow receivers

to quickly find the stream or subscription level

which fulfils better their requirements. The small

value of Tepoch does not cause problems due to

the tracing and suspending of unsuccessful

stream/layer changes mechanism that SRAMT

supports.
7. Scalability issues

The RTCP adaptive transmission mechanism

defines as 5s the minimum value for RTCP report

retransmission timeout. The RTCP adaptive trans-

mission mechanism has as result the interval be-

tween the RTCP reports (each participant sends)
to increase when the group of the participant

increases.

In order to ensure that, when the group of the

participants increases, the sender will collect feed-

back information representing all the receivers, we

do the following modification to the RTCP adap-

tive transmission mechanism: When the RTCP

adaptive transmission mechanism suggests a
big retransmission interval more that Tsuspent

(which means that the number of participants

has increase too), the receivers is using the partial
suppression method proposed in [17] to control

the transmission of the RTCP reports. According

to that partial suppression method, the receivers

are using a truncated exponentially distributed

retransmission timer in the interval [0,Trand] with
density of

T wait ¼

1
expk�1

� k
T rand

expðk=T randÞz

if 0 6 z 6 T rand;

0 otherwise:

8><
>:

ð18Þ

Each receiver schedules the RTCP retransmission

timeout to be Twait. If the receiver receives a recei-

ver report from an other receiver with TCP

friendly bandwidth share rir tcp similar to its esti-
mation of TCP friendly bandwidth share (we con-

sider that two TCP friendly bandwidth shares are

similar when they differ up to 2%), this receiver

suspend the transmission of its receiver report.

As [17] shows analytically, with the appropriate

selection of the Eq. (18) parameters (k, Trand),

for 10.000 receivers less than 10 feedback messages

are generated for each event the receivers are
reporting on. During our simulations we set

Tsuspent to 10s in order to ensure that the sender

will always have feedback information, which rep-

resents all the receivers. With the above described

mechanism, when the number of the receiver is

small the sender collects information from all the

receivers. When the number of the receivers is

big the sender collects information from a part of
receivers, which represents all the receivers.

The fact the partial suppressed method does not

affect the stream/layer change mechanism and the

opposite has as result good scalability perfor-

mance of the SRAMT protocol.

In addition the partial suppressed method does

not change the architecture of the SRAMT sender

entity (actually the partial suppressed method is
implemented only to SRAMT receiver entity)

due to the fact that when the partial suppressed

method is in use the SRAMT sender entity store

information only for a part of the receivers. The

only drawback that we have mentioned is an over-

head in SRAMT sender entity processing due to

the fact that the group of receiver for which the

SRAMT sender entity stores information chance
more often.
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8. Mechanism evaluation

In this section, we present a number of simula-

tions that we run in order to analyse the behavior

of SRAMT, during the multicast transmission of
multimedia data. We implemented SRAMT and

run simulations in the LBNL network simulator

ns-2 [15]. We evaluate both SRAMT-S and

SRAMT-LE variations.

8.1. Heterogeneous multicast environments—TCP

friendliness

In this simulation, we investigate the perfor-

mance of SRAMT in a heterogeneous multicast

environment and its TCP friendliness. We choose

to investigate the TCP friendliness of SRAMT in

a multicast distribution tree without any shared

links among the receivers. With this approach,

we investigate the TCP friendliness of SRAMT

without having to consider the effects of interac-
tion between different receivers, traversing multi-

ple routers and different round trip delays among

the receivers.

Fig. 3 shows the topology of this simulation.

The bandwidth of each link is given to the simula-
S
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Fig. 3. Topology with
tion topology and varies from 0.2Mbps to

10.0Mbps. All the links in the simulation topology

are full duplex, they have delay 10ms and they use

the RED (Random Early Drop—[9]) policy to

their queues. With the use of RED, we assure that
all the flows receive the same loss ration and we

avoid the synchronization among the flows. In this

topology we have one sender (S), which transmits

multimedia data with the use of SRAMT to a

group of 6 receivers (R1–R6) with different capa-

bilities. In addition we have 3 TCP sources

TCP1, TCP2, TCP3, which transmit data to Sink1,

Sink2, Sink3 respectively. We model the TCP
sources as ‘‘4.3BSD Tahoe TCP’’ [22] sources,

which always have data to send during the simula-

tion. In the simulation topology, we have three

bottleneck links (C1–C2, C1–C3 and C1–C4) and

each router (C2, C3, C4) is shared between

SRAMT and a TCP connection with the same

RTT time as the sender/receiver pair. We run this

simulation two times, one with the use of
SRAMT-S variation and one with the use of

SRAMT-LE variation.

In the SRAMT-S variation the sender trans-

mits three multicast streams with the following

limits: stream one: 50–200Kbps, stream two: 200–
C4
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600Kbps and stream three: 600–1000Kbps. We

execute this simulation for 1000s and the sender

starts transmitting the stream one with transmis-

sion rate 50Kbps, the stream two with transmission

rate 200Kbps and the stream three with transmis-
sion rate: 600Kbps. Receivers R1 and R2 join the

stream one, receivers R3 and R4 join the stream

two and Receivers R5 and R6 join the stream three.

Figs. 4–6 shows the bandwidth distribution to bot-

tleneck links C1–C2, C1–C3 and C1–C4,

respectively.

In the SRAMT-LE variation the sender trans-

mits three layers with the following limits: layer
one (basic layer): 50–200Kbps, layer two: 50–

400Kbps and layer three: 50–400Kbps. With this

configuration the maximum cumulative transmis-

sion rate up to layer one is 200, up to layer two

is 600Kbps and up to layer three is 1000Kbps.

We execute this simulation for 1000s and the sen-
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der starts transmitting all the layers with transmis-

sion rate 150Kbps. With the above describe

topology we expect that receivers R1 and R2 will

join only the basic layer (layer subscription level

1), receivers R3 and R4 will join up to layer two
(layer subscription level 2), and receivers R5 and

R6 will join up to layer three (layer subscription

level 3). Figs. 7–9 shows the bandwidth distribu-

tion to bottleneck links C1–C2, C1–C3 and C1–

C4, respectively.

As the above figures suggest, receivers behave

as we except in both variation of SRAMT. These

figures indicate that SRAMT is in general fair to-
wards to TCP connections and treats the heteroge-

neous group of the receivers with fairness. In all

bottleneck links SRAMT behaves as is expected,

and shares the available bandwidth with the TCP

connection with the same RTT delay. The behav-

ior of SRAMT (‘‘seeking’’ for available bandwidth
500 600 700 800 900 1000

e(sec)

S TCP Two

tleneck link with the use of SRAMT-S.
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and reaction to congestion) leads some times to get

more bandwidth share than TCP and some times

to get less bandwidth share than TCP, but in long
term both the SRAMT and the TCP flows get

approximately the same bandwidth share of the

bottleneck links. In addition both SRAMT-S and
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SRAMT-LE have similar behavior and perfor-

mance mainly due to the fact that the simulation

topology does not have any link shared among

multicast stream. The only difference, which we

mention between the SRAMT-S variation and

SRAMT-LE variation is that the SRAMT-S vari-

ation keeps the transmission rates of the streams

more invariable than SRAMT-LE variation keeps
the transmission rates of the layers.
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8.2. Multicast environments with share links

In this simulation, we investigate the perfor-

mance of SRAMT in a heterogeneous multicast

environment with a multicast distribution tree that

is shared among the receivers. With this approach,

we investigate the behavior of SRAMT, when the

actions of one receiver affect other receivers.
Fig. 10 shows the topology of this simulation.
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the links in the simulation topology are full du-

plex, have delay, which varies from 10–70 ms,

and they use again the RED policy to their queues.

In this topology we have one sender (S), which

transmits multimedia data with the use of SRAMT
to a group of 5 receivers (R1–R5) with different

capabilities. In addition each of the links C1–C2,

C2–C3 and C3–C4 is shared between the sender

layers and an uncorrelated background traffic,

which consumes maximally the 50% of the link

capacity. In order to produce the uncorrelated

background traffic, we use a traffic generator with

active and idle periods. During the active periods
the transmission rate of the traffic generator fol-

lows a Pareto distribution with a scale factor of

1.1 and a mean of 20 packets. Active transfer

phases are then followed by idle periods drawn

by a Pareto distribution with a scale factor of 1.8
Fig. 11. Bandwidth shares of Receiver R1 to R

Fig. 12. Bandwidth shares of Receiver R1 to
and a mean 0.5s. As [19] suggests the above traffic

generator models background web traffic. We run

this simulation two times, one with the use of

SRAMT-S variation and one with the use of

SRAMT-LE variation and we execute both simu-
lations for 1000s. In both simulations the configu-

ration of the SRAMT-S and SRAMT-LE was the

same with the previous simulations, which is pre-

sented in Section 8.1. In order to avoid synchroni-

zation, the receivers join randomly the stream one

(SRAMT-S) or the layer one (SRAMT-LE) during

the first 3 seconds of the simulation. Fig. 12 shows

the bandwidth share of the receivers R1–R5 during
SRAMT-S simulation and Fig. 11 shows the band-

width share of the receivers R1–R5 during

SRAMT-LE simulation.

In the case of SRAMT-LE, with the above de-

scribe topology, we expect that receivers R5 and
eceiver R5 with the use of SRAMT-LE.

Receiver R5 with the use of SRAMT-S.
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R3 will join only the basic layer (layer subscription

level 1), receivers R2 and R4 will join up to layer

two (layer subscription level 2), and receiver R1

will join up to layer three (layer subscription level

3). As Fig. 11 suggests after some seconds each
receiver has the layer subscription level, which

we expect and receives also a bandwidth share

close to the bandwidth share, which we expect.

The only exception is the transmission rate of layer

subscription level one which is close to 120Kbps

and not close to 200Kbps, which is the expected

transmission rate, based on the topology of Fig.

10. The explanation for that is the following: be-
cause the multicast stream of the basic layer is

the layer with the biggest delay (due to the hops

S, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) and biggest loss rate (due

to the fact that the layer one pass three congested

links C1–C2, C2–C3 and C4–C5) the estimations

of TCP friendly bandwidth share of receiver R5

is low and the sender keeps the transmission rate

of basic layer low in order to service also the recei-
ver R5. The receivers after some unsuccessful

stream changes (during the first 100s) have join

the layers which fulfils better their capabilities

and stay at that stream until the end of the simula-

tion (due to the tracing of unsuccessful layer

changes that SRAMT-LE offers). In addition,

due to the synchronization of layer changes the

undesirable problems are minimal and in general
the receivers actions does affect the bandwidth

shares of the other receivers.

In the case of SRAMT-S, the topology of Fig.

10 restricts the performance of the SRAMT-S,
Fig. 13. Bandwidth shares of Receiver R1 to
due to the fact that the available bandwidth of link

C1–C2 is not enough for the transmission of all the

sender streams and the available bandwidth of link

C2–C3 is not enough for the transmission of sen-

der streams one and two. As Fig. 12 suggests the
SRAMT-S has lower performance than the

SRAMT-LE. In addition as Fig. 12 shows, receiv-

ers R1, R2 and R4 join the stream two of sender

and receiver R3 and R5 join the stream one of

the sender. Moreover the receiver R1 tries to join

the sender stream three but returns immediately

to stream two, due to congestion, until the end

of the simulation. It is obvious that the topology
of Fig. 10 restricts the performance of the

SRAMT-S because of the bandwidth of links

C1–C2 and C2–C3.

In order to evaluate the SRAMT-S in a more

‘‘friendly’’ topology, we increase the bandwidth

of link C1–C2 to 3.0Mbps and the bandwidth of

link C2–C3 to 1.4Mbps and we run again the sim-

ulation for SRAMT-S (again the background traf-
fic consumes maximally the 50% of the C1–C2 and

C2–C3 links capacity). With this change in the

topology of Fig. 10, we expect that receiver R1 will

join the sender stream three, receivers R2 and R4

will join the sender stream two and R3 and R5 will

join the sender stream one. Fig. 13 shows the re-

sults of this simulation. As this figure suggests

after some seconds each receiver joins the stream,
which we expect and receives also a bandwidth

share close to the bandwidth share, which we ex-

pect. The receivers have join the sender stream

which fulfils better their capabilities after some
Receiver R5 with the use of SRAMT-S.
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unsuccessful stream changes (during the first

200seconds) and stay at that stream until the end

of the simulation (due to the tracing of unsuccess-

ful stream changes that SRAMT-S offers). Again

the transmission rate of stream one is close to
100Kbps and not close to 200Kbps due to the fact

that stream one is the stream with the biggest delay

(due to the hops S, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) and big-

gest loss rate (due to the fact that the layer one

pass three congested links C1–C2, C2–C3 and

C4–C5). As result the estimations of TCP friendly

bandwidth share of receiver R5 is low and the sen-

der keeps the transmission rate of stream one low
in order to service also the receiver R5. In addi-

tion, due to the synchronization of stream changes

the undesirable problems are minimal and in gen-

eral the receivers actions does affect the bandwidth

shares of the other receivers.

The most common queuing management tech-

nique in the Internet today is the droptail queue

management (mostly because its easy implementa-
tion). In order to evaluate the performance of the

SRAMT mechanism when the droptail queue

management technique is used, we change the

queuing management technique of the routers of

the topology of Fig. 10 to droptail and we run

again the simulation using the SRAMT-S varia-

tion of the SRAMT mechanism. Also in this

simulation, we increase the bandwidth of link
C1–C2 to 3.0Mbps and the bandwidth of link

C2–C3 to 1.4Mbps and again the background

traffic consumes maximally the 50% of the C1–

C2 and C2–C3 links capacity. Fig. 14 shows the re-

sults of this simulation. As Fig. 14 shows, SRAMT
Fig. 14. Bandwidth shares of Receiver R1 to Receiver R5 with
has similar behavior when droptail queue manage-

ment technique is used and the receivers after some

time have join the sender stream, which fulfils bet-

ter their capabilities. The receivers stay at the

appropriate stream until the end of the simulation
(due to the tracing of unsuccessful stream changes

that SRAMT offers). The only drawback, which

we mentioned when we used the droptail queue

management technique is the fact that the band-

width share of the SRAMT is reduced (comparing

the bandwidth share which receives which we use

RED queue management technique). This phe-

nomenon affects mainly the receivers of the low
bit rate streams. The above behavior is expected

and can be justified as follows: the droptail queue

management technique does not ‘‘protect’’ from

synchronization among the streams and in addi-

tion droptail queue management technique results

in more packet losses in the routers (due to queue

overflow) comparing with RED queue manage-

ment technique. This has as result higher packet
losses and lower transmission rates for the

SRAMT mechanism. The streams that are affected

the most are the streams with the smaller transmis-

sion rates due to the fact that these streams pass

through more droptail queues based on the Fig.

14 topology.

8.3. Comparison of SRAMT-S and SRAMT-LE

during the evaluation

General the behavior of SRAMT-S variation

and SRAMT-LE variation is the same. In this sec-

tion we describe some differences, which we men-
the use of SRAMT-S and droptail queue management.
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tioned between the SRAMT-S variation and

SRAMT-LE variation during the performance

evaluation. Mainly these differences derived from

the different characteristics of the simulcast and

layered encoding approaches.
One main difference between SRAMT-S and

SRAMT-LE is the better performance of

SRAMT-LE in topologies with a multicast distri-

bution tree that is shared among the receivers. In

these topologies the SRAMT-LE behaves better

mainly due to the fact the simulcast approach,

which SRAMT-S is using, wastes bandwidth by

essentially duplicating the transmission of the con-
tent in multiple streams. On the other hand the

layered encoding approach, which SRAMT-LE is

using, wastes bandwidth as overhead for the oper-

ation of layered encoding and decoding of video

information. Depending of the encoding which is

used, the overhead of layered encoding may be

more that 20%, which means that the layered

encoding approach needs 20% more bandwidth
comparing the simulcast approach in order to pro-

vide the same experience to the end user (In [12],

authors tries to measure the above affect and com-

pare simulcast and layered encoding). Moreover

the implementation of layered encoders/decoders

is more complex that the traditional encoders,

which are used during the simulcast, approach.

One other difference between SRAMT-S and
SRAMT-LE is the fact that the SRAMT-S variation

keeps the transmission rates of the streams more

invariable than SRAMT-LE variation keeps the

transmission rates of the layers. This behavior de-

rives from the fact that with the use of SRAMT-

LE variation, the bottleneck links are shared among

more multicast streams than the use SRAMT-S var-

iation. For example in Fig. 3 the C1–C4 bottleneck
link is shared between two streams (TCP three and

sender stream three) when we use the SRAMT-S

variation and is shared between four streams (TCP

three and sender layer one, two and three) when

we use SRAMT-LE variation.
9. Comparison of SRAMT with other schemes

In this section we compare the performance of

SRAMT-S and SRAMT-LE mechanisms with
other mechanisms founded to the literature

regarding the following parameters: TCP friendli-

ness, stability, scalability and convergence time

to stable state. The above parameters set outline

well the behavior of a congestion control scheme.
We compare the SRAMT-LE with the follow-

ing layered encoding schemes:

• PLM [13]: PLM stands for ‘‘Packet pair recei-

ver-driven Layered Multicast’’ and is based on

a cumulative layered scheme and on the use of

packet pair to infer the bandwidth available at

the bottleneck to decide which are the appropri-
ate layers to join. PLM assumes that the routers

are multicast capable but does not make any

assumption on the multicast routing protocol

used. PLM is receiver driven, so all the burden

of the congestion control mechanism is at the

receivers side. The only assumption we make

on the sender is the ability to send data via cumu-

lative layers and to emit for each layer packets
in pairs (two packets are sent back-to-back).

PLM is highly scalable due to the receiver-dri-

ven cumulative layered scheme. PLM does not

require either any signaling or feedback.

• MLDA [21]: MLDA stands for ‘‘Multicast

enhanced Loss-Delay based Adaptation algo-

rithm’’. MLDA is a hybrid sender and recei-

ver-based adaptation scheme that combines on
the one hand various well known concepts for

multicast congestion control such as receiver-

based rate calculation, layered transmission

and dynamic into a unified congestion control

architecture. Scalability in MLDA is based on

partial suppression method.

• RLC [23]: RLC stands for ‘‘Receiver-driven,

Layered Congestion control algorithm’’. RLC
is designed to support one-to-many communica-

tion to potentially large sets of receivers with dif-

ferent bandwidth requirements. RLC uses a

hierarchical, layered scheme for data transmis-

sion, where receivers can join to one or more

multicast groups to receive data at a rate approx-

imately matching their bandwidth to the

source—this translates into different quality lev-
els in the case of multimedia streams, or in faster

transfer times for reliable data communication.
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Scalability in RLC comes from full decentraliza-

tion of functionality: each receiver takes conges-

tion control decisions autonomously.

We compare the SRAMT-S with the following
simulcast schemes:

• DSG [6]: DSG (Destination Set Grouping) is an

end to end mechanism for the simulcast trans-

mission of multimedia data which bases its esti-

mations on the current network conditions.

DSG uses the packet loss rate in order to esti-

mate the network conditions. The receivers send
their estimations regarding the network condi-

tion to the sender using a special mechanism

in order to avoid the feedback implosion prob-

lem. Receivers decide for the multimedia

stream, which they will receive based on the

information, which they collect, and the infor-

mation, which they receive from the sender.

Also the receivers� changes among the streams
are synchronized.

• IRFM [11]: IRFM (Inter-Receiver Fair Multi-

cast) is an end to end mechanism for the simul-

cast transmission of multimedia data. IRFM

uses the packet loss rate in order to estimate

the network conditions and also uses a fairness

function in order to serve the receivers with fair-

ness. Main characteristic of IRFM is that it uses
only two multimedia streams, one for the low

capabilities receivers and one for the high capa-

bilities receivers.
Fig. 15. PLM performance against TCP traffic.
Fig. 15 shows how the PLM shares a bottleneck

link initially with one TCP connections and later

on with two TCP connections. The simulation sce-
nario was the following: Initially the first TCP con-

nections transmits data and at the 20th second

starts the transmission of the PLM session and fi-

nally at the 60th second starts the transmission of

the second TCP connection over the bottleneck

link. As Fig. 2 shows, the PLM session adapts all

most perfectly to the available bandwidth in pres-

ence of TCP flows. Comparing the PLM behavior
with the SRAMT-LE behavior we can draw the

following conclusions: PLM has more stable trans-

mission rate and change its transmission rate in

steps comparing with SRAMT-LE which can not

keep its transmission rate stable and changed it

continues during the entire experiment (Fig. 1).

In long term, we can say that in the case of

PLM, TCP traffic gets more bandwidth that the
PLM traffic but in the case of SRAMT-LE, TCP

and SRAMT-LE traffics are share almost them

equally the available bandwidth. In order to

summarize, both PLM and SRAMT-LE have

good behavior against the TCP traffic with PLM

offering a more stable transmission rate and

SRAMT-LE offering more fair bandwidth sharing.

In addition, the PLM has a fast convergence time
to the stable state after the transmission of the

TCP traffic to the bottleneck link. The main disad-

vantage of PLM is the fact that assumes that the

routers of network testbed support some kind of

a fair queuing mechanism that allocates each flow

a fair bandwidth share. Only under this assump-

tion, it is possible to use PLM for congestion con-

trol. The fact that the Internet router does not
support fair queuing mechanisms at the moment

(and it is not expected to support fair queuing

mechanisms in large scale to the near future) has

as result the difficult large scale deployment of

PLM to the Internet.

Fig. 16 shows how the RLC shares a bottleneck

link with TCP traffic. The simulation scenario in-

cludes the transmission of 8 RLC sessions together
with 8 TCP connections over a bottleneck link. As

Fig. 3 shows, RLC is slightly more aggressive than

TCP, but this was expected as RLC considers clo-

sely spaced losses as a single event, whereas TCP
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does not. On the other hand, TCP and RLC do

not starve each other when competing. Comparing

the RLC behavior with the SRAMT-LE behavior

we can draw the following conclusions: both RLC

and SRAMT-LE have some fluctuation on their

transmission rates but they keep relative stable

their transmission rates. In addition, it is obvious
that SRAMT-LE has more friendly behavior

against TCP traffic than RLC has. In addition,

both RLC and SRAMT-LE have similar conver-

gence times to the stable state. In order to summa-

rize, SRAMT-LE has better behavior against the

TCP traffic comparing with RLC and this is be-
Fig. 17. MLDA performance against TCP traffic.
cause the TCP analytical model used by

SRAMT-LE is more accurate than the TCP ana-

lytical model used by the RLC. On the other hand,

the RLC has a much more simple implementation

comparing with SRAMT-LE.

Fig. 17 shows how the MLDA shares a bottle-

neck link with TCP traffic. Fig. 17 shows the band-
width share between MLDA and TCP traffic in the

bottleneck link. As Fig. 17 shows, the MLDA has

friendly behavior against TCP traffic most of the

simulation time but in some cases either the TCP

traffic starves MLDA traffic or MLDA traffic

starves TCP traffic (most of the starve cases).

Comparing the MLDA behavior with the

SRAMT-LE behavior we can draw the following
conclusions: the SRAMT-LE behavior is friendlier

that MLDA behavior against TCP traffic mainly

due to the fact the SRAMT-LE traffic does

not starve TCP traffic as MLDA traffic does in

some cases. In addition, MLDA has long conver-

gence times to the stable state comparing

with SRAMT-LE. Moreover, both MLDA and

SRAMT-LE do not keep their transmission rates
stable but they have fluctuation on their transmis-

sion rates. In order to summarize, both MLDA

and SRAMT-LE have similar behavior but the

MLDA has the drawback of big convergence time

to the stable state and starving of TCP traffic in

some cases.



Table 1

Comparison of SRAMT-LE with the other layered encoding schemes

Parameter/mechanism SRAMT-LE PLM RLC MLDA

TCP friendliness Very good Good Modest Good

Stable transmission rate No Yes Yes No

Convergence time Relative fast Very fast Relative fast Modest

Stable operation Yes Yes Yes No

Scalability Well—partial

suppression method

Well—not require

feedback for the client

Well—not require

feedback for the client

Well partial

suppression method

Limitations No Fair queuing mechanism

in routers

No No
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Table 1 summarizes the comparison of

SRAMT-LE against the others layered encoding

schemes. As this table shows, SRAMT-LE has

good performance against TCP traffic and in gen-

eral terms has good performance comparing with

the other layered encoding schemes. The main

drawback of the SRAMT-LE mechanism is

the fact that SRAMT-LE has fluctuation on its
transmission rate and does not keep its transmis-

sion rate stable. This has as result the TCP connec-

tions also to have fluctuation on their transmission

rates as reaction to the continues changing net-

work conditions due to the above mentions

SRAMT-LE behavior.

Fig. 18 shows the transmission of multimedia

data with the use of DSG. The scenario of this
Fig. 18. DSG pe
experiment includes the transmission of three mul-

ticast streams over the Internet. As Fig. 18 shows,

DSG has a relative stable operation and its trans-

mission rate does not have heavy fluctuations. In

addition, the time until the DSG obtains stable

operation is satisfactory. Regarding TCP friendli-

ness, paper [6] does not provide any information.

Comparing DSG with SRAMT-S we can draw
the following conclusions: DSG has better perfor-

mance than SRAMT-S regarding stability and

both SRAMT-S and DSG have satisfactory per-

formance regarding the time to obtain stable oper-

ation. Moreover SRAMT-S offers a TCP friendly

operation.

Fig. 19 shows the transmission of multimedia

data with the use of IRFM together with TCP traf-
rformance.



Fig. 19. IRFM performance against TCP traffic.
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fic. The scenario of this experiment includes the

transmission of one TCP connection and IRFM

traffic (two multicast streams) over a network link.
As Fig. 19 shows, IRFM has friendly behavior

against TCP traffic (by the meaning that TCP traf-

fic does not starve) and some times IRFM gets

more bandwidth than TCP and some times TCP

gets more bandwidth than IRFM. In addition

IRFM has relative stable operation but has some

heavy fluctuations during the transmission of the

multimedia data. Regarding scalability issues,
IRFM is using a feedback suppression mechanism

during the transmission of feedback information

from the receivers to the sender. Comparing

IRFM with SRAMT-S we can draw the following

conclusions: SRAMT-S has better performance

than IRFM regarding TCP friendliness and it also

needs less time to obtain stable operations.

Regarding stability both IRFM and SRAMT-S
have similar performance.
Table 2

Comparison of SRAMT-S with the other simulcast schemes

Parameter/mechanism SRAMT-S

TCP friendliness Very good

Stable transmission rate Modest

Convergence time Satisfactory

Stable operation Yes

Scalability Very good

Limitations No
Table 2 summarizes the comparison of

SRAMT-S against the others simulcast schemes.

As this table shows, SRAMT-S has good perfor-

mance against TCP traffic and in general terms

has good performance comparing with the other
simulcast schemes. The main drawback of the

SRAMT-S mechanism is the fact that SRAMT-S

has fluctuation on its transmission rate and does

not keep its transmission rate stable.
10. Future work

Our future work includes the investigation of

the fluctuations in SRAMT transmission rate in

order the SRAMT to transmit more smooth trans-

mission rates and provide a better experience to

the end users. In addition our future work includes

the investigation of dynamically adding more

streams/layers instead of the static number of

streams/layers that SRAMT supports now. This
will provide more flexibility to the operation of

the SRAMT mechanism. Moreover we plan to

implement a prototype of SRAMT (for both vari-

ations) and evaluate its operation over the real

Internet and compare the results of the Internet

evaluation with the simulation results, which are

presented in this paper. In addition we will per-

form a detail validation of SRAMT through test
over the Internet with use of large participants

groups and we will investigate the scalability of

proposed mechanism and how the proposed mech-

anism will deal with the feedback implosion prob-

lem. Furthermore we will compare the SRAMT-S

with SRAMT-LE based on the end user experience

and we will measure the bandwidth overhead in

both SRAMT variations (in the SRAMT-S varia-
DSG IRFM

– Modest

Yes Modest

Satisfactory Modest

Yes Modest

Modest Modest

No No
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tion we have bandwidth overhead due to the

redundant transmission of the same multimedia

information and in the SRAMT-S variation we

have bandwidth overhead due to the use of layered

encoding). In addition we plan to investigate the
fairness of SRAMT mechanism by performing de-

tails simulation and measuring SRAMT fairness

versus various parameters (for example number

of receivers, versus link capacity, link delay, num-

ber of streams) in order to receive more reliable re-

sults about SRAMT fairness. Finally we intend to

enhance the proposed mechanism by adding a

mechanism in order to dynamically choose and
modify the parameters that regulate the aggres-

siveness of the adaptation.
11. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the behavior investiga-

tion of the SRAMT, a mechanism for multicast
transmission of adaptive multimedia data in a het-

erogeneous group of receivers. SRAMT is using a

hybrid sender and receiver-based adaptation

scheme and uses both a TCP model and an AIMD

algorithm to estimate a TCP friendly bandwidth

share. The proposed mechanism uses RTP/RTCP

protocols for the transmission of multimedia data.

We are concentrating on the design of a mecha-
nism for monitoring the network condition and

estimating the appropriate rate for multicast trans-

mission of multimedia data in order to treat with

fairness the clients. We propose two variations of

SRAMT: (1) SRAMT-Simulcast (SRAMT-S)

which is using simulcast approach for the trans-

mission of multicast data and (2) SRAMT-Lay-

ered Encoding (SRAMT-LE) which is using
layered encoding approach for the transmission

of multicast data. We investigate the behavior of

SRAMT through a number of simulations. Main

conclusion of the simulation was that SRAMT

has friendly behavior against the dominant traffic

types (TCP traffic) of today�s Internet and good

behavior during congestion condition in both of

its versions. In addition SRAMT treats with fair-
ness a heterogeneous group of receivers.

We compare also the behavior of SRAMT with

other schemes available to the literature and we
come to the conclusion that SRAMT- provides

good performance comparing with other schemes

available to the literature.
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